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REVISITING OUTCRITS WITH A SOCIOLOGICAL IMAGINATION
Mary Romero [FNa1]

I.

Introduction

IN his book The Sociological Imagination, C. Wright Mills acknowledged the
overwhelming sense of feeling trapped and the tendency to focus on individual change,
responsibility and personal transformations. [FN1] Mills's development of the sociological
imagination addressed the duty that sociologists had in making the links between
personal problems and social issues. [FN2] A major component of this mission included
the intersection of biography and history. [FN3] He argued that within society, the most
significant form of self-consciousness is related to critical scholars' use of
autobiographies, self-portraits, allegories, fables and fictive narratives. [FN4] His view
resonates with the "oppositional legal canons being developed by Outsiders: people of
color, feminists, Queers, the disabled." [FN5] Furthermore, his work can help reframe
our understanding and worldview of the law.
In the following essay, I critique the propensity among LatCrits and Outcrits to be overly
psychological in their analysis and use of various forms of story-telling. Narrative
discourse has increased the use of tropes and metaphors-- many of which do not
illuminate circumstances or issues, but rather distort material realities and existing legal
structures. Frequently, the use of our own stories gives voice to the experiences we
share with our students, but may appear to trivialize the actual circumstances
encountered by persons of color outside the academy. Stories from the academy may
not resonate with members of the larger community that for whom we aim to advocate.
The deference given to psychological concepts and approaches in analysis results in
psychological reductionism. Individual focus and psychological explanations to racism
contradicts proposals for structural change and undermines the significance of collective
action in the struggle against inequality. These psychological underpinnings are quite
evident *926 in the analysis of "unconscious" or "common sense" racism versus
institutional racism. This essay aims to open a critical discussion between sociologists
and critical legal scholars about the pitfalls of using a psychological foundation rather
than a sociological imagination. I hope this essay also serves as an invitation to LatCrit
scholars to incorporate a sociological imagination in their analysis.
II. The Behavioral Syndrome and Psychological Reductionism
Mills recognized that psychology is the dominant framework from which Americans view
their world. He countered psychological tendencies by advocating a "sociological
imagination" because theories, methods and practices to respond to a society
do not usually define the troubles they endure in terms of historical change and
institutional contradiction. The well-being they enjoy, they do not usually impute to the
big ups and downs of the societies in which they live. Seldom aware of the intricate
connection between the patterns of their own lives and the course of world history,

ordinary men do not usually know what this connection means for the kinds of men they
are becoming and for the kinds of history-making in which they might take part. They do
not possess the quality of mind essential to grasp the interplay of man and society, of
biography and history, of self and world. They cannot cope with their personal troubles
in such ways as to control the structural transformations that usually lie behind them.
[FN6]
Aside from Mills's sexist use of male pronouns, I reiterate his argument that people need
both information or skills of reason and sociological imaginations--"quality of mind that
will help them to use information and to develop reason in order to achieve lucid
summations of what is going on in the world and of what may be happening within
themselves." [FN7] I believe that an emphasis on a sociological imagination is essential
to combat the growing tendency of relying on personal, individual and psychological
approaches to understanding privilege, oppression, subordination and domination.
Psychological reductionism both blames the victim and offers little hope for organization
to change conditions--it is therapeutic, not activist. [FN8] Psychological reasoning is
evident in the popular focus on "empowerment" and "self-esteem" for marginalized
persons, the identification of *927 individual forms of resistance and the fetishizing of
individual "agency." [FN9] The worship of individual transformation, resiliency and
empowerment is but modern-speak for the age-old American belief in "pulling yourself
up by your bootstraps." [FN10] These words reflect the ideological illusions of social
mobility under capitalism. I fear that under the impact of post-modernism, critical
analysis is moving further away from structural explanations of inequality and the need
to build social movements and organize collective political engagement.
Even among ethnographers gathering the stories of marginalized groups, individual
empowerment and identity become the central point of analysis. They obscure the
social, political, economic and historical circumstances that cause their subordination.
[FN11] Ethnographic narratives may reveal the conditions of exclusion and how choices
are rational within this context, but frequently the macro structural level of analysis is
lost. [FN12] *928 The challenge is to move from individual narratives to revealing the
historical, political and economic forces that produce persistent and oppressive
structures.
The law, with its emphasis on individual responsibility and intent, engages in
psychological reductionism as well. Psychology is embedded in legal discourse. I find the
casual use of psychological reductionism in critical perspectives of the law alarming.
Legal arguments are overwhelming, personal and individual. [FN13] When Latinos and
other racialized groups experience exclusion, however, it is not because they are
individuals, but because they are members of a subordinated group. A major struggle in
arguing group rights in the struggle against racial, class, gender, sexuality and
immigrant exclusion is a legal system that recognizes only individuals and refuses to
recognize the intersections of domination and subordination created by institutional,
structural and historical circumstances. As with ethnography, legal analytical practices of
storytelling are not always successful in moving beyond the individual to the larger
critique of institutional discrimination.
III. Enough About You, Let's Talk About Me
As Latinas and Latinos confront the law in their everyday lives, they experience the
dreaded sense of being trapped that Mills noted. [FN14] They *929 are simultaneously
bombarded by stories of the success and failure of individual Latinas and Latinos. [FN15]
The elevation of Cesar Chávez to an icon status among educators and politicians is a
prominent example. While honors are given to his union-organizing efforts, other unions

are crushed and face continuing reports of abusive working conditions toward farm
workers. Public attention is focused on the heroic characteristics of a man rather than
the collective action of many farmworkers who struggled to unionize agricultural
workers, as well as a number of college and high school students and citizens who
mobilized efforts to assist in boycotts. The significance of highlighting the "saint-like"
characteristics of Cesar Chávez's non-violent tactics not only serves to delegitimize more
aggressive strategies in the Chicano Movement but also functions to reinforce American
values of rugged individualism, independence and autonomy rather than collective
action and interdependency. Celebration of the success of Cesar Chávez as the founder
of the United Farm Workers erases from our collective memory the organizing between
Filipino and Mexican farm workers prior to Chávez's arrival. [FN16] Accounts of
individual successes and failures, whether in the popular media or the writings of critical
theorists, do not necessarily assist Latinas and Latinos in comprehending the troubles
they endure. They may be even less useful in showing how to change institutions, as
well as our social, economic and political circumstances. As scholars, we are in a position
to provide context in terms of historical change and institutional contradiction. [FN17]
Using personal stories to give visibility and legitimacy to the Latino experience is an
important goal. Nevertheless, we must do more than simply demystify the stereotypes
of popular culture, or counter color-blind scripts that normalize the expectations and
practices of privilege. Without a sociological imagination, they can easily leave the
reader in awe of the storyteller or seeking to identify facts, but unable to connect
personal troubles to larger public issues and social inequalities. Critical narratives avoid
the pitfall of focusing on individual experiences and, instead, explain *930 the conditions
of exclusion and connect the legal system to economic, political and social structures.
[FN18] Rather than relying solely on personal accounts or creative fiction, I argue that
LatCrit analysis is strengthened when we step outside our safe and privileged positions
as academics and allow the voices of the less privileged in our communities speak for
themselves and then use our skills to connect these accounts to larger social forces.
[FN19] The realities of injustices experienced by persons less privileged than academics
are more raw and painful than most of our stories. These everyday injustices are
abundant and need to gain visibility.
We must also consider the implication of popular use of narratives coinciding with the
emergence of therapeutic conceptual frameworks that implicate notions of self-esteem,
empowerment and resiliency. An example of giving voice through narrative is Lucie
White's work on women's volunteer and work experience in Head Start programs in
South Central Los Angeles. [FN20] She analyzes the significance of caring relationships
and argues the need for workplace policies that nurture a caring culture to encourage
emotional well-being and facilitate the personal development of workers. Here, we are
given individual stories that document individual transformation without the connection
to society, history and social change, not simply individual transformation. In her book,
Hard Work: Life in Low-Pay Britain, Guardian journalist, Polly Toynbee, makes a
pertinent point related to the emphasis on personal transformation of subordinated
groups. [FN21] She wrote, "[i]t is strange that it is always the people with fewest
resources, struggling the hardest against the odds, who are the ones who are expected
to galvanize themselves into heroic acts of citizenship." [FN22] Later, she reflected, "[i]t
is expecting a lot of people who already work so hard to take on the task of trying to
organise union recognition in their workplace." [FN23]
If we move our analysis away from identity formation, healing and transformation, the
historical, political and economic solutions become more apparent. We can help name
and explain the pattern of injustice. As progressive scholars, our commitment should be
to linking the biography*931 to history, identifying the causes of subordination and
developing anti-subordination praxes. I argue that this cannot occur if we limit ourselves
to the psychological understanding of the oppressor, or the injured psyche,

empowerment or self-esteem of those marginalized. Drawing from sociological
scholarship provides a broader understanding than psychological approaches of who,
why, where and when groups are marginalized. A sociological imagination is also more
consistent with LatCrit's commitment to inclusiveness by linking individual biography to
social, political and economic historical context. More importantly, a sociological
imagination is more likely to support and encourage coalition building, community
organizing and political activism than psychological approaches advocating selfempowerment and self-esteem.
IV. Recognizing Pitfalls in Telling Stories
While postmodern critics, like Philippe Bourgois, have revealed some of the serious flaws
in social science methodology, their alternative is not the answer:
Deconstructionist "politics" usually confine themselves to hermetically sealed academic
discourses on the "poetics" of social interaction, or on clichés developed to explore the
relationship between self and other. Although postmodern ethnographers often claim to
be subversive, their contestation of authority focuses on hyperliterate critiques of form
through evocative vocabularies, playful syntaxes, and polyphonous voices, rather than
on engaging with tangible daily struggles. [FN24]
Influenced by postmodern projects, some in Chicana/o and Latina/o studies have relied
heavily upon the humanities and have generated a range of metaphors and tropes to
illustrate positionality and intersectionality. The most dominant is "border" --the most
overused metaphor employed *932 to describe any and all forms of subordination.
[FN25] "Border" now obscures more than it reveals. Thus the danger, risk and
desperation of undocumented immigrants crossing the United States-Mexican border is
dissolved into another--and all-- group boundary crossing. As Scott Michaelsen and
David E. Johnson note in their edited collection of critiques of border theory, "[t]he idea
of the 'border' or 'borderlands' has also been expanded to include nearly every psychic
or geographic space about which one can thematize problems of boundary or limits."
[FN26] Similar historical metaphors that obscure more than they reveal include Aztlán,
mestizaje and machismo.
Critical sociologists have long engaged in qualitative research, and this body of literature
is not immune from critique. They include narratives in the form of life stories,
ethnographies, biographies, oral histories and interviews. In telling tales, we are faced
with the challenge of writing detailed examinations of social marginalization while
avoiding stereotypes and countering traditional moralistic bias and middle-class hostility.
Using interviews, first-hand accounts and other narrative devices, the author's
descriptive accounts of poor people have the potential to solicit empathy that may
generate political action and legislative change. Alternately, these descriptions may
simply titillate the prurient interest of the middle-class accustomed to viewing the poor
and people of color as "other." Personal accounts and rich details can sometimes leave
the reader engrossed by the drama of human life without an equally vivid
comprehension of the larger forces at work. The politics of representation have
sidestepped the necessity to interface structural oppression and individual action in the
call for self-conscious reflexivity. Balancing agency and individual autonomy with
political economic understanding of the experiences of persistent social marginalization
calls for writing against the dominant discourse on poverty, crime, immigration and
inequality.
The power of ethnography to illuminate the goals and values of the poor can produce
counter-images of the poor as people who are no different than the middle-class. Such
constructions do nothing to erode the myth of meritocracy-- that an individual's hard

work and drive are enough to eliminate poverty. In the end, ethnographic counterimages simply *933 demonstrate that the behavior of the poor is rational and no
different from the non-poor. This is multiplied by the other tendency of ethnography to
portray the oppressed as agents who "resist" by choosing nonconformist behavior and at
times, overcoming social and economic constraints. Sidestepping traditional moralistic
biases and middle-class hostility toward the poor is difficult to accomplish while
simultaneously portraying the frustration, suffering and downfalls surrounding a life of
poverty. [FN27] The post-structuralist focus on agency has moved researchers away
from viewing the poor as products of oppression and toward viewing all forms of action
as resistance, subversion or double consciousness, rather than linking self-defeating
actions to the structural conditions of poverty.
V. Unconscious/Common Sense Racism v. Institutional Racism
Charles R. Lawrence's germinal analysis of unconscious racism, which drew on
psychoanalytic theory and cognitive theory, influenced critical race scholars with his
argument that everyday racism resulted from practices that appeared to be facially raceneutral. [FN28] Lawrence stated, "[i]n other words, a large part of the behavior that
produces racial discrimination is influenced by unconscious racial motivation." [FN29]
Unlike racism in the past that clearly indicated motive, everyday racism is now so
underground and subtle that the act of racism is unconscious to the perpetrator.
Consequently, Lawrence provided the following argument:
[D]ecisions about racial matters are influenced in large part by factors that can
be characterized as neither intentional--in the sense that certain outcomes are
self-consciously sought--nor unintentional--in the sense that the outcomes are
random, fortuitous, and uninfluenced by the decisionmaker's beliefs, desires, and
wishes. [FN30]
Building on his use of Freudian psychology, critical race scholars have turned their
attention away from institutional racism and toward interrogating stereotypes and
cognitive processing that reveal and illuminate unconscious racism. This shift in critical
race legal discourse turned scholars' interests towards attitudinal studies measuring the
prevalence of stereotypes, different opinions and feelings between racial groups, and
acceptance *934 of integration and interracial institutions (i.e., marriage, schools,
neighborhood, etcetera). [FN31]
An updated version of unconscious racism appears in Ian Haney López's
conceptualization of "common sense." [FN32] In Lopez's analysis of two court cases
(known as the "East L.A. Thirteen" and the "Biltmore Six") and the challenges posed by
the decision to use an Equal Protection defense in order to expose judicial bias, he
applied the concept of "common sense" to explain the judges' exclusion of Mexican
Americans from grand juries. [FN33] He also used "common sense" racism to explain
police violence and Mexican American activists who redefined themselves as Chicanos,
brown and victims of racism. Drawing from Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann's work,
[FN34] López argued that "[common sense racism] evokes the ordinariness,
pervasiveness, and legitimacy of much social knowledge," [FN35] which are used by
judges in selecting grand juries from their circle of friends and acquaintances. [FN36]
Much like unconscious racism, the judge's actions were taken-for-granted solutions that
were entrenched, scripted responses without intent to discriminate. [FN37] Three
implications are: (1) "racism is ubiquitous;" (2) racism can occur even in the purest of
intentions; and (3) "racism is highly intractable." [FN38] Unlike his use of institutional
racism in his earlier work to explain the intractable and ubiquitous nature of everyday
racism, López argued that institutional racism fails *935 as a theory of social behavior
because it is only applicable to purposeful discrimination. [FN39]

Stokely Carmichael and Charles Hamilton recognized both overt and covert racism in
their introduction of institutional racism:
Racism is both overt and covert. It takes two, closely related forms: individual
whites acting against individual blacks, and acts by the total white community
against the black community. We call these individual racism and institutional
racism . . . . When white terrorists bomb a black church and kill five black
children, that is an act of individual racism, widely deplored by most segments of
the society. But when in that same city-- Birmingham, Alabama--five hundred
black babies die each year because of the lack of proper food, shelter and
medical facilities . . . that is a function of institutional racism. [FN40]
Rather than exploring individual psychology and cognitive processes of racism,
Carmichael and Hamilton as critical sociologists who devoted their work to the study of
institutional racism, directed their analysis toward understanding the link between
everyday life and the political economic structure. [FN41]
In his study of organizations, Alberto Guerreiro Ramos noted the significance of linking
cognitive systems to organizations or institutions. [FN42]
Behavior continues to be a category acknowledging conformity, a fact that is generally
overlooked because conformity to socially given criteria of gregariousness has been
transformed into the *936 standards of human morality in general. Men and women no
longer live in communities where a substantive common sense determines the course of
their actions. They belong instead to societies in which they do little more than respond
to organized inducements. The individual has become a behaving creature. [FN43]
The weakness of "unconscious racism" or the "common sense" framework is that racial
beliefs and practices do not become part of the unconscious or common sense without a
political economy that rewards, legitimates and reproduces a particular social reality.
Questions essential to the analysis are: whose "common sense" knowledge or
"unconsciousness" gets represented and legitimated in the courtroom; whose "common
sense" knowledge or "unconsciousness" is missing or absent from the debate; and how
are all these ways of knowing related to issues of power and privilege? Conceptualizing
racism as unconscious or common sense erases the individual agency of persons and the
choices they make to construct their social reality. [FN44] Furthermore, the individual
psychological approaches deny the choices that white people, who fought for racial
equality, have made during times that others were engaged in unconscious racism.
Focusing on "unconscious racism," instead of on institutional racism, separates the
individual from the larger legal system.
Framing racism as "unconscious" or as "common sense" has implications for developing
strategies and race politics. So, do we focus our efforts on changing the hearts and
minds of white folk or on changing laws, schools and culture? [FN45] The movement
toward multicultural and diversity training and workshops focuses on changing attitudes
and developing racial etiquette and sensitivity to "difference." By sidestepping issues of
power, we are left with a therapeutic model (or a medical model if you accept that the
idea that racism is a disease [FN46]) that continues to unearth *937 stereotypes,
resulting in "unintentional racism." This therapeutic model, however, does little to
address racial inequalities in business, schools and neighborhoods. Institutional racism
brings us back to the central issues of power and privilege. I argue that
institutional racism is an absolutely crucial concept that moves analysis away from the
hearts and minds of white folks and rivets attention on the consequences of bureaucratic
and other everyday practices that transcend hateful attitudes and individual racist acts.

Institutional racism gets us out of the psychological swamp of white guilt and lets us
focus on the irrationalities built into supposedly rational institutions. The significance of
the concept of institutional racism is precisely crits's argument that racism can be, and
is, generated with or without "intent." [FN47]
VI. Summary
Mills's outline of the political task of social scientist tied the important connection
between power and knowledge:
To those with power and with awareness of it, he imputes varying measures of
responsibility for such structural consequences as he finds by his work to be
decisively influenced by their decisions and their lack of decisions.
To those whose actions have such consequences, but who do not seem to be aware of
them, he directs whatever he has found out about those consequences. He attempts to
educate and then, again, he imputes responsibility.
To those who are regularly without such power and whose awareness is confined to their
everyday milieux, he reveals by his work the meaning of structural trends and decisions
for these milieux, the ways in which personal troubles are connected with public issues;
in the course of these efforts, he states what he has found out concerning the actions of
the more powerful. [FN48]
Building on a sociological imagination rather than psychological approach to questions of
anti-subordination is more compatible with the critical and activist role set by LatCrit.
Three areas in which sociological imagination can assist the LatCrit project are:
(1) We need to draw less from our own stories and more from the inclusion of
ethnographic research, which retains a structural analysis into the everyday lives
of Latinas and Latinos.
(2) We need to do what only the scholar can do--establish the connections
between the micro level of personal narratives, the institutional structures and
historical circumstances. We must identify patterns of subordination within which
the individual story makes sense.
*938

(3) Similarly, we need to ground discourse analysis and popular culture studies in
institutional structure, discussing ideology and hegemony. We must maintain
focus on the connection between ideas and material existence.
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